
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Bernat Blanket Big Playmat 

Pattern by Tiffany Brown 

MATERIALS

Bernat Blanket Big (tap name for product link) 

2 skeins each Sandy Cream, Chalk Pink

3 skeins Pink Dust

Hook: 18mm for a tight weave, 25 mm for more drape

Scissors

Optional: needle and thread

STITCHES

Half Double Crochet (front bottom loop) HDC: YO, insert your hook under front bottom loop, YO and
pull up a loop, YO and pull through all three loops on hook.
 
(Tap name of stitch for a quick stitch tutorial)
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https://www.michaels.com/product/ber-blnkt-big-msty-green-nc-10630129?cm_mmc=PLASearch-_-google-_-MICH_Shopping_US_N_Knitting+%26+Crochet_N_PMAX_BOPIS_N-_-&Kenshoo_ida=&kpid=go_cmp-18514200212_adg-_ad-__dev-c_ext-_prd-10630129&gclid=CjwKCAjw8-OhBhB5EiwADyoY1dvah65WpSJEjOHjf1II9uA8aNiPU9PPrxgNXfaK-VGa1lHktMeOwhoC5G8QAvD_BwE
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/front-bottom-loop-half-double-crochet/


PATTERN

Chain 32 with Sandy Cream

Row 1: Begin in the 3rd chain from the hook with HDC. HDC into each chain across the row. CH 2 and
turn. (30)

Row 2: (Smooth side). HDC into the front bottom loop of each HDC across the row. CH 2 and turn.
(30)

Row 3: (Braided side) YO and insert your hook from the back to front and around the front bottom loop,
YO and pull through all loops to finish the HDC. HDC in this manner into each HDC across the row.
Change color on the last st to Chalk Pink. CH 2 and turn. (30)

Row 4-6: Repeat row 2 and 3 instructions. Change color to Pink Dust on the last st of row 6. 

Row 7-15: With Pink Dust continue row 2 and 3 instructions. Change color at the end of row 15 to Chalk
Pink

Row 16-18: With Chalk Pink, continue pattern. At the end of row 18, change color to Sandy Cream.

Row 19-21: With Sandy Cream, continue pattern. Tie off after row 21. 

To weave in the ends, use your hook to weave the ends in and around stitches. Weave in about 12 inches of
tail to make sure it's secure. For further security, with a needle and thread, after weaving through the
stitches, sew the end to a stitch. 

Link to the Youtube Tutorial below: 

https://youtu.be/4MwW4PHeR1Q
 
Thanks so much for stopping by! If you decide to make this, come and join the Daisy Farm Crafters Group
on Facebook and show us! We have 65,000 crochet friends there making and sharing DFC patterns. It is
fun to see the projects made with different colors. 

Happy Crocheting! 

XO, Tiffany
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